INVESTMENT RULES
THE 12/7 STRATEGY
Clarity’s 12 Investment Rules:
1). Cut losers short. Let winners run. Reduce underperforming positions or remove from portfolios on rallies.
2).	Investments without goals are arbitrary which increases portfolio risk. Set benchmarks you seek to achieve.
3).	Emotional biases are not part of the investment management process.
4).	Follow the trend. 80% of portfolio performance is determined by the underlying trend.
5).	Don’t let profits turn into losses.
6). Odds of success greatly improve when the fundamentals are confirmed by the technicals.
7). Avoid adding to losing positions. This is called “averaging down” and it rarely is effective.
8). Remain neutral or long in bull markets. In bear markets increase cash.
9). When markets or portfolio positions are trading at extreme deviations from long term trends, do the opposite of “the herd.”
10). “Buy” and “sell” signals are useful only if action is taken.
11). A goal of portfolio management is to achieve a 70% success rate. Consistency wins the long game.
12). Manage risk and volatility, not returns.

Clarity’s 7 Financial Planning Rules:
1). Take a holistic approach. Proper planning integrates all assets, liabilities and sources of income.
2).	Don’t discount Social Security strategies. Take steps to maximize earned benefits. Coordinate Social Security
withdrawals with those of other accounts to minimize the impact of taxes.
3).	Healthcare costs including Medicare, and senior housing options must be included in the planning process.
4). Successful plans are grounded in financial self-awareness which includes prioritizing needs and wants.
5).	Conversations with loved ones and friends about aspects of your financial plan are important. Make sure your estate,
gifting and future housing intentions are clearly communicated. Let your Clarity Team facilitate the discussions.
6).	Don’t Get Fooled By Averages. The financial markets do not return 8% a year. A realistic financial plan includes
variability in returns, including losses, over time.
7).	Accountability Matters. A financial plan not followed is not a financial plan at all. Long term financial goals need to be
broken down into monthly objectives and you and your advisor are accountable in meeting those objectives.
(It is easier to achieve a savings goal of $500/month versus $6000/year).
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Clarity Financial LLC is an SEC registered investment advisor located in Houston, Texas. Clarity Financial LLC and its representatives are in compliance with the current
registration and notice filing requirements imposed upon SEC registered investment advisors by those states within which the firm maintains clients.
Clarity Financial LLC may only transact business in those states in which it is notice filed or in which it qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from notice filing
requirements. Website content is limited to the dissemination of general information regarding investment advisory services to United States residents residing in states
where providing such information is not prohibited by applicable law. Accordingly, the publication of website content should not be construed by any consumer and/or
prospective client as a solicitation to effect or attempt to effect transactions in securities or the rendering of personalized investment advice for compensation over the
Internet. Users should consult with appropriate advisors before making investment decisions.
Other Disclosures (including newsletters):
The information in this document is based on data gathered from sources that we believe are reliable. However, we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this
information. This information should not be used as the primary basis for investment decisions, nor is it advice meeting the specific investment needs of any investor.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance of any specific investment or
investment strategy (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Clarity Financial LLC) made reference to directly or indirectly
by Clarity Financial LLC in its web site, or indirectly via a link to an unaffiliated third party web site, will be profitable or equal the corresponding indicated performance
level(s). Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will either be suitable or profitable
for a client or prospective client’s investment portfolio. Historical performance results for investment indices and/or categories generally do not reflect the deduction of
transaction and/or custodial charges, the deduction of an investment management fee, nor the impact of taxes, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing
historical performance results.
Certain portions of Clarity Financial’s web site (i.e. newsletters, articles, commentaries, etc.) may contain a discussion of, and/or provide access to, Clarity Financial LLC
(and those of other investment and non-investment professionals) positions and/or recommendations as of a specific prior date. Due to various factors, including changing
market conditions, such discussion may no longer be reflective of current position(s) and/or recommendation(s). Moreover, no client or prospective client should assume
that any such discussion serves as the receipt of, or a substitute for, personalized advice from Clarity Financial LLC, or from any other investment professional. Clarity
Financial LLC is neither an attorney nor an accountant, and no portion of the web site content should be interpreted as legal, accounting or tax advice.

